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As the main cause of failure and damage to rotating machinery, rolling bearing failure can result in huge economic losses. As the rolling bearing vibration signal is nonlinear and has non-stationary characteristics, the health status information distributed in the rolling bearing vibration signal is complex. Using common time-domain or frequency-domain approaches cannot easily enable an accurate assessment of rolling bearing health. In this paper, a novel rolling bearing fault diagnostic method based on multi-dimensional characteristics was developed to meet the requirements for accurate diagnosis of different fault types and severities with real-time computational performance. First, a multidimensional feature extraction algorithm based on entropy characteristics, Holder coefficient characteristics and improved generalized fractal box-counting dimension characteristics was performed to extract the health status feature vectors from the bearing vibration signals. Second, a grey relation algorithm was employed to achieve bearing fault pattern recognition intelligently using the extracted multi-dimensional feature vector. This experimental study has illustrated that the proposed method can effectively recognize different fault types and severities after integration of the improved fractal boxcounting dimension into the multi-dimensional characteristics, in comparison with existing pattern recognition methods.
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Introduction
Rolling bearings are widely used in almost all types of rotating machinery [1] . Rolling bearing failure is one of the main causes of failure and damage to rotating machinery, and can result in huge economic losses [2] [3] [4] . Technology on rolling bearing fault diagnostics has become more and more advanced over the years and the demands on technology in industrial applications, training and education are increasing. In order to ensure reliable operation of the unit and reduce economic losses, it is necessary to develop a reliable and effective diagnostic method for rolling bearings. Among the many fault diagnostic methods for rolling bearings, vibration-based diagnostic methods have received much attention in the past few decades [5, 6] . Bearing vibration signals contain a wealth of information about mechanical health status. This also makes it possible to extract the dominant features that characterize the state of mechanical health from vibration signals through signal processing techniques [7] . Currently, many signal processing techniques have been applied to the off-line fault diagnosis of bearings. However, owing to many nonlinear factors (e.g. stiffness, friction, clearance), bearing vibration signals (especially in a faulty condition) will exhibit nonlinear and unsteady characteristics [8] . In addition, the measured vibration signals contain not only information about the operating condition associated with the bearing itself, but also information about other rotating components in the machine [9] . Owing to the existence of large background noise, slight bearing fault information is easily submerged in the background noise and becomes difficult to extract. Therefore, conventional time-domain and frequency-domain methods do not easily achieve an accurate diagnosis of the health status of the bearing [10] . With the development of nonlinear dynamics, many nonlinear analytical techniques have been applied to identifying and predicting the complex dynamic nonlinearities of bearings [11] . Among them, the most typical one is to extract the fault signature frequency from the vibration signals through the combined usage of some advanced signal processing techniques (such as higher order spectra [12] , wavelet package transform [13] , Hilbert transform [14] , empirical mode decomposition), and further evaluate the bearing health status by comparing the vibration signals with the theoretical characteristic frequency value. With the development of artificial intelligence [15] , the procedure of bearing fault diagnosis has been gradually introduced into the field of signal pattern recognition. The validity and reliability are mainly decided by the selection of dominant eigenvectors that characterize the fault features [16] . Recently, some entropybased methods (such as hierarchical entropy [17] , fuzzy entropy [18] , sample entropy [19] , approximate entropy [20, 21] , hierarchical fuzzy entropy) have been proposed for extracting the dominant eigenvectors that characterize fault features from bearing vibration signals and have achieved some effect. After fault feature extraction, a pattern recognition technique is used to perform the diagnosis of bearing faults [16] . Nowadays, a variety of pattern recognition methods have been used in mechanical fault diagnosis, of which the most widely used are support vector machines (SVMs) [22] and artificial neural networks (ANNs) [23] [24] [25] . Among them, ANN training requires a large number of samples, especially samples with fault features. SVMs are based on statistical learning theory, are more easily generalized than ANNs and can ensure that local optimal solutions and global optimal solutions are consistent [26] . However, the accuracy of SVM classifiers depends on the selection of optimal parameters [26, 27] . In order to ensure diagnostic accuracy, some optimization algorithms [28] are often used to improve the effectiveness of SVMs. With the aim of solving the problem that traditional time-domain and frequency-domain methods cannot easily make an accurate diagnosis of rolling bearings, a rolling bearing online fault diagnostic method is proposed based on multi-dimensional feature extraction theory and grey relation pattern recognition theory.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, the methodology of the proposed approach is introduced in §2, and second the experimental study of the proposed approach is illustrated in §3. The conclusion is presented in §4.
Methodology

Multi-dimensional feature extraction
In this paper, a novel rolling bearing fault diagnostic method was developed to meet the requirements for accurate diagnosis of different fault types and different severities with real-time computational performance. First, a multi-dimensional feature extraction on the basis of entropy characteristics, Holder coefficient characteristics and improved generalized box-counting dimension characteristics was proposed for extracting health status feature vectors from the bearing vibration signals. 
Entropy characteristics
Entropy is a crucial concept in information theory and is a measure of information uncertainty and complexity of the signals [29] . Therefore, the information contained within the signals can be quantitatively described by entropy characteristics.
Suppose the bearing vibration signal is f. The signal is first sampled and discretized into a discrete signal sequence, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Perform fast Fourier transform as follows:
After obtaining the signal spectrum, calculate the energy of each point,
Calculate the total energy value of each point,
Calculate the ratio of the energy of each point to the total energy,
The Shannon entropy E 1 and exponential entropy E 2 can be defined as follows:
and
The entropy characteristics [E 1 , E 2 ] are taken as one set of dominant feature vectors used for further rolling element bearing fault pattern recognition.
Holder coefficient characteristics
The Holder coefficient algorithm evolves from the Holder inequality [30, 31] . The Holder coefficient can be used to measure the degree of similarity of two signal sequences. It evolved from Holder inequality, and the definition of the Holder inequality is as follows.
For
where (1/p) + (1/q) = 1 and p, q > 1. Based on the Holder inequality, for two discrete signal sequences { f 1 (i) ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n} and { f 2 (i) ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n}, if (1/p) + (1/q) = 1 and p, q > 1, then the Holder coefficient of these two discrete signal sequences can be obtained as follows: . . , n, in which n denotes the length of the discrete signal sequence and k is a real number, H c will be the maximum value. In this case, the degree of similarity of the two signal sequences is at its maximum, which indicates that these two signal sequences belong to the same type. If and only if Σ n i=1 f 1 (i) f 2 (i) = 0, H c will be the minimum value, and, in this case, the degree of similarity of the two signal sequences is at its minimum, which indicates that these two signal sequences are irrelevant and belong to different types. The rectangular signal sequence s 1 (i) and the triangular signal sequence s 2 (i) are selected as a reference sequence. The Holder coefficient values between the bearing vibration signal sequence f (i) and the two reference signal sequences can be calculated, respectively.
The Holder coefficient value H 1 between the bearing vibration signal sequence f (i) and the rectangular signal sequences 1 (i) can be obtained as follows:
where the rectangular signal sequence s 1 (i) is expressed as
In the same way, the Holder coefficient value H 2 between the vibration signal sequence f (i) and the triangular signal sequence s 2 (i), 11) where the triangular signal sequence s 2 (i) is expressed as 
Improved fractal box-counting dimension characteristics
Fractal theory is one of the most important branches of contemporary nonlinear sciences, and is suitable for processing all types of nonlinear and non-stationary phenomena and may also be suitable for fault feature extraction from bearing vibration signals. The fractal box-counting dimension algorithm has the advantage of being a simple calculation compared with other fractal dimension algorithms. The conventional algorithm of the fractal box-counting dimension has been widely used in the fields of image analysis, electromagnetic fault diagnosis and biomedicine, in which signals are strictly self-similar.
Suppose A is a non-empty bounded subset of Euclidean space R n to be calculated, and N(A, ε) is the least number of boxes with the side length ε covering A. Then the fractal box-counting dimension can be defined as
For the actual sampled vibration signal sequence f (i), i = 1, 2, . . . , N 0 , there is no meaning for ε → 0 to calculate the fractal box-counting dimension as the sampling interval σ is the highest resolution for the signal due to the existence of the sampling frequency. The minimum side length ε of the box is often made to be equal to σ . Consider the actual sampled bearing vibration signal sequence f (i) to be the closed set of Euclidean space R n , and the calculation process of the fractal box-counting dimension is described as follows.
Use the approximate method to make the minimum side length ε of the box covering the vibration discrete signal sequence f (i) equal to the sampling interval σ . Then calculate the least number of boxes N(kε) with side length kε covering the signal sequence f (i), thus:
14)
16) be defined as
Select a fitting curve log kε ∼ log N(kε) with good linearity as a scale-free zone, and the fitting curve can be defined as log N(kε) = a log kε + b, (2.18) where k 1 ≤ k ≤ k 2 and k 1 and k 2 are the start and end of the scale-free zone, respectively. Generally, a least squares method is used to calculate the slope of the fitting curve, which is the fractal box-counting dimension D of the actual sampled bearing vibration signal sequence f (i),
However, for the actual bearing vibration signals, they do not satisfy the self-similar structure of fractal theory to some degree. Therefore, when using the traditional fractal box-counting dimension algorithm to calculate the box-counting dimension of the vibration signals, the fitting curve often does not have a good linear structure. With the aim of resolving this issue, an improved generalized fractal box-counting dimension algorithm was developed to overcome the defect in the conventional fractal box-counting dimension algorithm. The specific calculation procedure is as follows.
(1) Resample the actual bearing vibration signal sequence f (i), i = 1, 2, . . . , N 0 , and properly increase the sampling points to reduce the minimum side length ε, to improve the calculation accuracy of the fractal box-counting dimension of the signal sequence f (i). The phase space of the signal sequence f (i) is reconstructed, and the number of iterated dimensions of the reconstructed phase space is determined according to the number of sampling points. (2) Suppose the number of sampling points of the signal sequence f (i) is N 0 = 2 n . To improve the calculation accuracy, resample the actual bearing vibration signal sequence f (i), and suppose that the number of sampling points of the signal sequence
The reconstruction dimension of the phase space of the signal sequence f (i) is set, respectively, as
The process of derivation of the number of boxes covering the actual bearing vibration signal sequence f (i) can be described as follows. When k = 1:
In this case, the reconstructed phase space dimension is 2. When k = 2:
In this case, the reconstructed phase space dimension is 3. When k = 3:
In this case, the reconstructed phase space dimension is 4.
In this case, the reconstructed phase space dimension is m = K + 1. (4) It can be seen from the above deduction that, during reconstructing the phase space of the bearing vibration signal sequence f (i) K times, the corresponding log N kε can be obtained at each time. Then the relation curve of log N kε ∼ log kε can be drawn. Since the fitting curve does not have a strict linear relationship, take the derivation of the relation curve at these K points over the improved generalized fractal box-counting dimension algorithm. The 
Grey relation pattern recognition
The study of grey relation theory is the foundation of grey system theory, which is mainly based on the basic theory of space mathematics, to calculate the relation coefficient and relation degree between the reference characteristic vector and each comparative characteristic vector. a good potential to be used in rolling element bearing fault classification for four reasons [32] : (i) it has good tolerance to measurement noise; (ii) its algorithm is simple and can solve the issue of generality versus accuracy; (iii) it can solve the learning problem with a small number of samples; and (iv) it has the ability to assist the selection of characteristic parameters for classification. Suppose the health status feature vectors
e. the multidimensional feature vectors extracted based on entropy characteristics, Holder coefficient characteristics and improved generalized fractal box-counting dimension characteristics) extracted based on vibration signals to be identified are as follows:
. . .
. . . 20) where B i ( i = 1,2, . . . ) is a certain fault pattern to be recognized (i.e. fault types and severities).
Assume that the knowledge base between the health status patterns (i.e. fault types and severities) and the fault signatures (i.e. the health status feature vectors) based on some of the samples is as follows:
where C j (j = 1,2, . . . ) is a known health status pattern (i.e. fault types and severities) and c j (j = 1,2, . . . ) is a certain feature parameter. For ρ ∈ (0, 1):
where ρ is the distinguishing coefficient; ξ (b i (k), c j (k)) is the grey relation coefficient of the k th feature parameter for B i and C j ;ξ (B i , C j ) is the grey relation degree for B i and C j . Thereafter B i is categorized to a certain fault pattern where the maximal ξ (B i , C j ) (j = 1,2, . . . ,) is calculated.
Diagnostic procedure
In summary, the process of the proposed method for rolling bearing online fault diagnosis is as follows, and the flow chart is illustrated in figure 1.
Step 1: The vibration signals from the object bearing are sampled under different fault patterns, including normal operating conditions and conditions with different fault types and severities, to establish the knowledge base.
Step 2: The health status feature vectors are extracted from the sample knowledge base through the multi-dimensional feature extraction algorithm based on entropy characteristics, Holder coefficient characteristics and improved generalized fractal box-counting dimension characteristics.
Step 3: The sample knowledge base for the grey relation algorithm (GRA) is established based on the fault symptoms (i.e. the extracted fault feature vectors {E 1 , E 2 , H 1 , H 2 , D 1 , D 2 , D 3 , . . . , D K }) and the fault pattern (i.e. the known fault types and severities).
Step 4: The health status feature vectors extracted based on bearing vibration signals to be identified are input into the GRA, and the diagnostic results (i.e. fault types and as well as severities) are output.
Experimental validation
In this paper, the rolling bearing vibration signals for testing are from the Case Western Reserve University Bearing Data Center [33] . The related rolling element bearing experimental device consists of a torque meter, a power meter and a three-phase induction motor, and the load power and speed are measured over the sensor as shown in figure 2 . The motor drive end rotor is supported by a test bearing, where a single point of failure is set through discharge machining. The test bearing is a deep groove rolling bearing (6205-2RS JEM SKF). By controlling the power meter, the desired torque load can be obtained. The fault types consisted of an outer race fault, an inner race fault and a ball fault, and the fault diameters, i.e. fault severities, were 28 mils (1 mil = 0.0254 mm), 21 mils, 14 mils and 7 mils. An accelerometer was installed on the motor drive end housing with a bandwidth of up to 5000 Hz, and the vibration data for the test bearing under different fault patterns were collected by a recorder, in which the sampling frequency was 12 kHz.
The bearing vibration data used for analysis were obtained with a motor speed of 1797 rpm and load of 0 horsepower. In total, 11 types of vibration signals with different fault categories and severities were analysed, as seen in table 1. Each data sample from the vibration signals was made up of 2048 time-series points. For the 550 data samples, 110 data samples were chosen randomly to establish the knowledge base, with the remaining 440 data samples taken as the testing data samples. If the motor speed and the load changed in the practical application, data samples under these working conditions were taken to establish a new knowledge base so that the motor speed and load would not affect the diagnostic performance. The signal feature vectors extracted by entropy (Shannon entropy and exponential entropy) and Holder coefficient theories in [29, 30, 34] achieved good performance. Also, the calculation process of the entropy characteristics and the Holder coefficient characteristics is simple, which means the generality and the accuracy of the feature extraction algorithm can be easily balanced. In addition, in order to improve the rolling bearing fault diagnostic performance to meet the requirements of accurate diagnosis of different fault types and severities with real-time computational performance, we proposed a multidimensional feature extraction algorithm on the basis of the entropy characteristics, the Holder coefficient characteristics and the improved generalized fractal box-counting dimension characteristics.
The health status feature vectors extracted from the rolling bearing normal operating conditions and different fault conditions with 7 mils fault diameter (seen in figure 3 ) based on the entropy characteristics, Holder coefficient characteristics and improved generalized fractal box-counting dimension characteristics are shown in figures 4-6, respectively. Also, the health status feature vectors extracted from the inner race fault condition with various severities (seen in figure 7 ) based on the entropy characteristics, Holder coefficient characteristics and improved generalized box-counting dimension characteristics are shown in figures 8-10, respectively. Figure 10 . Improved generalized box-counting dimension of a randomly chosen sample from the bearing inner race fault condition with different levels of severity. Table 2 . The diagnostic results by the proposed method compared with results from [34] [35] [36] . Note: The approach of [35] is based on multifractal theory for extracting feature vectors and a GRA for achieving pattern recognition intelligently using the extracted feature vectors. The approach of [36] is based on the improved generalized fractal box-counting dimension and adaptive GRA for achieving pattern recognition intelligently using the extracted feature vectors. The approach of [34] is based on a four-dimensional feature extraction algorithm using the entropy and Holder coefficient theories for extracting feature vectors and a GRA for achieving pattern recognition intelligently using the extracted feature vectors. In these previous works, such as [34] [35] [36] , the authors have fully compared the recognition results with the existing feature extraction algorithm (such as the entropy theory, the Holder coefficient theory and multifractal theory) and pattern recognition algorithm (such as the feed-forward back-propagation neural network and the SVM, the adaptive GRA) in the same topic. At this stage, we propose the improved algorithm based on these previous works [34] [35] [36] From figures 4-6, it can be seen that both the Holder coefficient characteristics and the improved generalized fractal box-counting dimension characteristics of a randomly chosen sample from bearing normal conditions and different fault conditions with 7 mils fault diameter show clear differences, while the entropy characteristics of a randomly chosen sample from different fault conditions with the same fault size are very similar. From figures 8-10, it can be seen that the improved generalized fractal box-counting dimension characteristics of a randomly chosen sample from the bearing inner race fault condition with different levels of severity show clear differences, while both the entropy characteristics and the Holder coefficient characteristics show some overlapping features between the randomly chosen sample from the bearing inner race fault condition with 7 mils fault diameter and the randomly chosen sample from the bearing inner race fault condition with 14 mils fault diameter.
After the dominant fault feature vectors {E 1 , E 2 , H 1 , H 2 , D 1 , D 2 , D 3 , . . . , D K } were extracted from the rolling element bearing vibration signals with different fault types and severities through the multidimensional feature extraction algorithm based on the entropy characteristics, the Holder coefficient characteristics and improved generalized fractal box-counting dimension characteristics, the sample knowledge base for the GRA was established based on the fault symptoms (i.e. the extracted health status feature vectors {E 1 , E 2 , H 1 , H 2 , D 1 , D 2 , D 3 , . . . , D K }) and the fault pattern (i.e. the known fault types and severities). The fault feature vectors {E 1 , E 2 , H 1 , H 2 , D 1 , D 2 , D 3 , . . . , D K } extracted from the test rolling bearing vibration signals to be identified were input to the GRA, and the diagnostic results (i.e. fault types and severities) were output, as shown in table 2.
The diagnostic results from table 2 illustrate that the diagnostic success rate for a faulty bearing can reach 100%, with a total diagnostic success rate of almost 98.4%, which shows a definite improvement in the diagnostic accuracy after the application of the improved fractal box-counting dimension in rolling bearing fault diagnosis based on multi-dimensional feature extraction, compared with the methods from [34] [35] [36] . The time cost of the methods on a laptop computer with a 4.0 GHz dual processor for one test case is only 0.013 s. The time consumption of the proposed approach is encouraging, and the proposed approach is very suitable for online health status evaluation.
Conclusion
In this paper, an effective rolling bearing fault diagnostic method was developed to meet the requirements for accurate diagnosis of different fault types and severities with real-time computational performance after integration of the improved fractal box-counting dimension into the multidimensional characteristics. The experimental study has illustrated the following.
(1) The proposed method can accurately and effectively recognize different types of rolling bearing failure and the severities of the fault. (2) The diagnostic results by the proposed method show that the diagnostic success rate for bearing faulty conditions can reach 100%, with a total diagnostic success rate of almost 98.4%. (3) The proposed method can improve the fault diagnostic performance compared with the existing pattern recognition methods, and is very suitable for online health status assessment.
In future research, based on the real-time performance algorithm, in order to continually improve fault diagnostic accuracy, this study on rolling bearing online fault diagnosis will be extended with the integration of multi-dimensional feature extraction and Dempster-Shafer evidence theory. 
